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Life Is Beautiful, or Not
The Myth of the Good Italian
Shira Klein

The year is 1939. The place is a sleepy town somewhere in Italy. A jovial
Jewish waiter, Guido, enjoys a rare moment of rest during a busy evening
party, when another waiter comes running toward him.
"Guido, I've looked everywhere for you!" he says, breathless.
"What is it?" asks Guido, still cheerful.
"Your uncle," pants the man. "Something's happened. Come outside,
quickly!"
Guido rushes out and sees his uncle Eliseo and his uncle's horse, both in a
state of agitation. The horse has been painted green, its stomach has on it the
words "DANGER: JEWISH HORSE." Guido gives it a glance, then turns to
comfort Eliseo. "Come, uncle, don't be upset," he says merrily. Eliseo voices
some vague and brief words of warning; soon they all return to the party.
This scene takes place in Life is Beautiful (La Vitae Bella), the1997 Italian
blockbuster film about the Holocaust 1 that perfectly displays the myth of
Italian benevolence toward Jews. Though Italians did far worse to Jews than
vandalize their horses, the film scarcely shows the effects of Italian anti-Semitism. This scene, as others in the film, portrays Italian crimes toward Jews
as minimal-there's nothing so very terrible about painting a horse, after all.
Life is Beautiful illustrates a popular misconception about Italy's role in the
Holocaust. The film features the good Italian and the warped view that Italy
treated Jews kindly in the late 1930s and during World War IL Historians
have proven this claim to be grossly exaggerated, arguing that Italians persecuted Jews vigorously. Yet popular representations of the past-films, novels,
museum exhibits, and websites-continue to give credence to the notion that
Italians were overwhelmingly good to Jews. Although France and Germany
33
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cultivated similar self-acquitting myths in the decades immediately after the
war, they eventually moved on to accept the more difficult truths about the
past. Italy, however, has not moved on; the narrative of the good Italian is still
very much alive. Life is Beautiful, the most famous Italian production about
the Holocaust to date, both reflects and bolsters this warped view of the past.
This essay surveys, first, what actually happened to Jews between 1938 and
1945 in the Italian peninsula, summarizing the broad scholarly consensus that
Italy pursued a brutal and relentless persecution of its Jews. The essay then
lays out the myth of Italian benevolence and its origins, using Life is Beautiful
as an example of how the past has been misremembered.
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO JEWS IN ITALY
On the eve of Italy's attack on Jews in 1938, the Italian peninsula comprised
some 45,000 Jews (a tenth of a percent of the total population), the majority of whom were well integrated into the fabric of Italian society. 2 In July
1938, the government published a manifest declaring, "Jews don't belong
to the Italian race." 3 Laws passed in September and November defined Jews
biologically, expelled all Jewish children and teachers from school, and targeted Jewish livelihoods. 4 The regime forbade Jews from owning real estate
or large businesses, fired Jews working for the government and the industries
it sponsored, and expelled them from the Fascist Party and the military. 5 In
1939, the government attacked Jewish jobs in the private sector, including
doctors, pharmacists, lawyers, accountants, and architects. 6 In June 1940,
upon Italy's entrance into war, the government interned 6,383 (out of 9,000)
foreign Jews in concentration camps. A further 400 Italian Jews were arrested
as well. 7 In 1942, the regime sent almost 2,000 Jews to forced labor, usually
involving difficult menial tasks such as lugging lumber and loading trucks. 8
Italy passed all its anti-Jewish laws, scholars have shown, with little if any
pressure from Germany. 9
Italy's racial laws and regulations turned Jews into social outcasts. One
decree banned marriages between Jews and "Aryans," another forbade
Jews from changing their surnames to "Aryan" -sounding names, publishing
advertisements or death notices, or going to vacation resorts. 10 Propaganda
produced by the regime showed Jews as the ultimate enemy, as suggested
by radio programs like "Judaism Wanted This War," "Judaism Against
Civilization," and "Bolshevik Judaism is the Mortal Enemy of Europe." 11
Most ordinary Italians either accepted or supported these anti-Semitic measures. The racial campaign certainly did not dampen admiration for Mussolini
or Fascism, who remained popular until late 1942. 12 Indeed, Italians slowly
but steadily turned against their Jewish neighbors, acquaintances, and
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coworkers. Physical violence erupted often and spontaneously, as non-Jewish
Italians sacked synagogues, beat up rabbis, and smashed Jewish shops.
Shopkeepers and cafe owners, with no prodding from the law, took to hanging large placards on their facades, saying "Jews Not Welcome," "This Store
is Aryan," and "No Dogs or Jews." 13 Non-Jewish Italians throughout the
peninsula denounced Jews for evading the racial measures. One study found
hundreds of denunciations sent to Italian police, most often anonymous and
unsolicited. 14
Even as Italy persecuted Jews in the peninsula, the Fascist regime protected some Jews outside its borders, a fact Italians would later emphasize.
Between June 1940 and September 1943, when Germany deported Jews from
Italian-occupied Greece, Yugoslavia, and southern France to killing centers,
Italians secured exemptions for thousands under their control. On the other
hand, Italian authorities in Yugoslavia routinely turned away Jewish refugees
at the Italian-Croatian border, knowing that they would face death camps
if caught by the Germans, and rape, torture, starvation, and murder, if the
Croatian U stasa movement found them. 15
From 1943 to 1945, when German soldiers began deporting Jews from
the peninsula, Italians played a key role in the roundups. The tragic events
of those years began with a seemingly promising development in the war,
the landing of the Allies in Sicily in July 1943. The king and several Fascist
officials, seeing that the tide was changing in favor of the Allies, decided to
switch sides. They ousted Mussolini, and on September 8, broadcast to the
world that they had signed an armistice with the Allies. That very same day,
in response, Germany poured its troops into Italy. The country now split in
two, north and south. The Allies occupied the south, liberating Jews as the
front line inched upward. 16 In the north, where most Jews lived, the Germans
ruled jointly with Mussolini, who was reinstated at the helm of a reborn
Fascist regime, the RSI (Italian Social Republic).
Until December 1943, the Germans deported Jews on their own.17 But on
the last day of November 1943, the Italian authorities in the north decided
they, too, wanted a hand in rounding up Jews. "All Jews," the RSI government ordered in a directive known as Police Order Number 5, "whatever their
nationality ... shall be sent to special concentration camps. All their property,
mobile and real estate, shall be immediately confiscated." 18 A neat division
of labor began; Italian policemen searched for, arrested, and imprisoned
Jews, while German soldiers loaded the prisoners on convoys to Auschwitz.
Put another way, Italians delivered Jews to the Nazis for deportation. This
police order was an entirely Italian initiative-the Italians retained full control_ over the police-with no German prodding. 19 In fact, the Germans only
heard about the order several days after it came out. Italian police vied with
German soldiers for the right to round up Jews, so as to confiscate Jewish
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property at the time of arrest. 20 After every arrest, Italian authorities took
everything owned by Jews, from villas to cars, from grand pianos to socks.
Objects worth billions of lire ended up in the homes of Fascist Party officials
or policemen. 21
Italian Police Order Number 5 sealed the fate of the Jews in Italy. From
December 1943 until the end of the war, Italian policemen rounded up all
the Jews they could find, women and men, young and old. While German
soldiers continued to arrest Jews as well, their Italian colleagues were far
more efficient. They knew the language and its dialects, the back allies where
Jews might escape. They received tips from informers and had census records
replete with addresses. The statistics are telling: almost half of all deported
Jews that we know of were arrested by Italian policemen working on their
own or in collaboration with Germans. 22
Some non-Jewish Italians did save Jews from arrest and death-a fact that
Italians would highlight in the postwar years. About 30,000 Jews in Italy,
foreign and Italian, survived the war, a high survival rate compared totallies in eastern European countries. Many survivors received some degree of
assistance from non-Jewish Italians, in the form of fake papers, shelter, or
food. 23 But the relatively high rate of survival in Italy, compared to eastern
European countries, stemmed from other crucial factors as well. The peninsula' s proximity to neutral Switzerland enabled 6,000 Jews to escape into safety
across the Alps, a non-existent option in any of the eastern European states.
Additionally, Jews in Italy could often receive help without disclosing they
were Jewish, because they blended in with millions of other displaced people,
including army deserters in hiding. Finally, the deportations from Italy only
began in September 1943, almost two years after they had started in eastern
Europe, meaning that Jews in Italy had to spend far less time escaping death.
While some non-Jewish Italians helped Jews survive, others turned them
in, a point that Italians would later gloss over. Scholarship shows that without
the relentlessness collaboration of Italians, the extermination of Italian Jews
would not have reached the scale it did. 24 As before 1943, Italians continued
to denounce Jews to the authorities, but with far more fatal consequences
than before. Out of 428 testimonies carried out by the University of Southern
California Shoah Foundation Institute with Italian-speaking survivors, a
quarter of the interviewees mentioned a betrayal. That proportion would have
increased if those who perished in Auschwitz could have given testimony,
because denounced Jews were arrested at a greater rate. In Rome alone, postwar trials against collaborators show that over 200 Jewish victims were either
denounced or arrested by Italians, and one scholar estimated that denunciations in the capital numbered in the "hundreds and hundreds."25 Informing on
Jews was profitable, for the Germans offered a prize of 5,000 lire for every
Jewish person delivered to them-more than six months' worth of a factory
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worker's wages. 26 Criminals made a lucrative business of capturing Jews.
Bands of violent thugs, like the Koch Gang in Rome, La Muri in Milan, and
Carita in Tuscany, blackmailed Jews in return for supposed protection. After
the Jewish captives had given all they had, the gang turned them over to the
Germans and claimed the prize. 27
Despite these examples, it is important to note that the majority of Italians
neither helped nor betrayed Jews; they ignored them. Among these was the
Pope; as is now commonly accepted, the Vatican did little to help the Jewsand would not even apologize for its inaction until 1998.
In the face of this historical record, one can only wonder how the myth of
good Italian prevailed, and survives, into the twenty-first century.

THE MYTH OF THE GOOD ITALIAN
Immediately after the war, Italians crafted a narrative that de-emphasized
their involvement in the persecution of the Jews and highlighted the actions
of the Germans. According to Italians, their country had very little to do with
the suffering of the Jews; to the contrary, they had done everything they could
to help Jews. Italy was the oddity, the Axis country that had saved Jews.
In some versions of this story, Germany bore the responsibility for all that
the Jews had suffered, and Italy was its helpless captive. In other versions,
Mussolini and a handful ofhis henchmen stood to blame, but the rank and file
of Italians heroically defended Jews. Either way, the Italian people featured
as innocents. Historians describe these narratives as a myth-the myth of the
brava gente, "good people."
Italians' self-acquitting narrative began as soon as the war had ended.
In 1945, authorities portrayed their country's war record in a positive
light, hoping to shape the Allied-authored peace treaty (signed in 1947). A
punitive treaty, Italians feared, would lead to painful territorial losses for
Italy and crippling war reparations. 28 If Italians could retell the past to cast
themselves in a favorable light, they might secure a better deal. Politicians,
diplomats, and cultural figures worked hard to present a positive image of
Italy, insisting that Italians had treated Jews fairly. 29 On the one hand, postwar diplomats highlighted the cases in which Italian authorities had saved
Jews-particularly in southern France and the Balkans; on the other hand,
they de-emphasized Fascist policy toward Jews at home, skimming over the
years 1938-1943, when Italy had persecuted Jews entirely on its own, and
omitting any mention of Police Order Number 5. For instance, in September
1945, when a Belgian journalist asked for information on the fate of Jews
in Italy, Italian government officials decided to "underline that the Italian
initiatives in the race matter ... [were] merely a formality." They insisted
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that "the administrative authorities who were supposed to implement the laws
[had] actually competed with one another to sabotage them." 30 In this way,
Italian officials wove a story that was very different from what had actually
transpired.
The narrative of the "Good Italian" also gained currency, because few
Fascists were punished after the war, forging the impression that few had committed any crimes. Although in 1945 thousands of imprisoned Fascists awaited
trial for their actions against partisans, Allied prisoners of war, and Jews,
most of them walked free. Italians could not agree on how to define and place
blame, and in July 1946, the Ministry of Justice declared a blanket amnesty.
Yet another cause for the positive image of Italians lay in Italy's internal
politics. The groups highlighting Fascist cruelty tended to be the communists and socialists, who had formed the bulk of the partisans fighting in the
Resistance. These groups became increasingly marginalized in the postwar
years. In April 1948, a center-right coalition came to power, prosecuting
former partisans and thereby silencing those who called attention to the
wrongdoings of the Fascist regime. Britain and America supported these
developments, because they wanted the peninsula on their side in the Cold
War. 31 Further, as in Germany and France, calling out Fascists for crimes
they had committed toward Jews, partisans, or POW s, would have ·posed
bureaucratic challenges. As one senior British army officer put it, "If we get
rid of everyone who collaborated in the Fascist administration, we are left
with practically no one of any use for carrying on." 32
The narrative about Italy's commendable conduct spread internationally.
The New York Times ran an article in June 1945 that declared "anti-Semitism
never made much headway with the great masses of Italians." Another article
claimed that "anti-Semitism was something imposed on the Italians from
without." A third piece carried the sensational headline, "Mussolini Regime
Fought Berlin Anti-Semitism," and asserted that there was "no popular
support for the racial laws," thanks to Italy's "friendliness" and "humane"
attitude. 33
In the decades that followed, the myth of the good Italian resurfaced periodically, both in Italy and abroad. Cinema and literature preserved the gilded
narrative. A smattering of Holocaust-related films in the 1940s and 1950s
all ignored or misrepresented events that had taken place in the peninsula.
The film L'Ebreo Errante (The Wandering Jew, 1948) did not even take
place in Italy. It was set in Frankfurt, Jerusalem, and Paris. A second film, Il
Monastero di Santa Chiara (The Monastery of Santa Chiara), belittled the
Italians' part in the persecution by focusing the plot on an absurd romantic
affair between a Jewish singer and an SS officer. The screenplay of a third
film, Febbre di Vivere (Eager to Live, 1953), told a far more realistic story
about a non-Jewish Italian, Massimo, who betrays his Jewish friend to the
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Nazis. But the filmmakers judged it too controversial and removed the Jewish
tale from the screenplay. 34
From the 1960s onward, the Holocaust became the theme of celebritystarring films and best-selling books, but the message remained the same:
Italians had played no role in the persecution of Jews. Hannah Arendt' s
famous report of the trial of Nazi criminal Adolf Eichmann, Eichmann in
Jerusalem (1963), again reinforced the story of Italian benevolence. "The
great majority of Italian Jews were exempted" from the racial laws, Arendt
claimed- wrongly-in her brief section on Italy. "Even convinced Italian
anti-Semites seemed unable to take the thing seriously," she stated, echoing
the same tropes that had been circulating since the end of the war. She praised
"Italian humanity," and posited-again, wrongly-that "all anti-Jewish measures were decidedly unpopular." Arendt made no mention of Italy's homegrown race laws or their acceptance by the population, Italy's police order
from November 30, 1943, to arrest Jews or the widespread phenomenon of
ordinary Italians informing on Jews in hiding. 35 Her book may have greatly
contributed to the proliferation of the myths-it was published in seventeen
languages and printed in twenty-two editions in Italy alone. Almost as popular was the film Kapa (1960), which is set entirely outside ofltaly, and therefore deflected attention from what happened in the peninsula. Slightly more
daring was the film The Garden of the Finzi-Continis (1970; based on a novel
by Jewish author Giorgio Bassani), it showed Fascist authorities arresting
Jews and therefore acknowledged their role in the manhunt of 1943-1945.
But this film was an exception in cinematic representations of the Holocaust
in ltaly. 36
We should note that Italy was not alone in attempting to whitewash their
crimes. Other countries in western Europe, particularly France and Germany,
did the same. Yet the Italian myth has held out far longer. In the postwar
years, the French cultivated what came to be called the "Vichy Syndrome,"
the claim that the Vichy government's racist policies were entirely a German
imposition and that most of the French had chosen anti-German Resistance,
not collaboration. Germans, too, crafted a self-acquitting memory, fueled by
Cold War politics. East Germans described the war as a battle of capitalist
Fascism against communist anti-Fascism, and in doing so downplayed the
involvement of non-Jewish Germans in harming Jews. West Germans, in
turn, focused on their own plight at the hand of the Soviets, and also denied
the role of the German masses in persecuting the Jews. These rosy narratives,
however, began to crack in the 1960s and 1970s. In France, the release of
Marcel Ophills' s documentary The Sorrow and the Pity triggered a shift in
public opinion by featuring interviews with French citizens who had been
indifferent to discrimination against Jews. The student uprisings of 1968,
De Gaulle's death in 1970, and the publication in 1972 of Robert Paxton's
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book Vichy France all prompted the French to revisit their past and begin
to acknowledge French responsibility for Jewish suffering. In Germany,
the Eichmann trial in 1961, the counter-culture in the 1960s, and the 1978
American Holocaust miniseries (wildly popular in Germany) had a similar
effect. They led Germans to admit that ordinary people, not just Hitler or the
SS, had played a role in the persecution of Jews. 37
In Italy, however, no such revision has taken place, except among scholars.
In the late 1980s, historians began to poke holes in the gilded narrative of
the good Italian. Yet the scholarship has had little effect on the public. Even
after historians showed the extent of Italian brutality, non-scholarly representations of Italy's past continued-and still continue-to portray Italians ,,as
non-racist do-gooders who helped Jews. Italy had no equivalent to France's
The Sorrow and the Pity, no documentary hoping to challenge public opinion.
In fact, in 1986, Italian television broadcast The Courage and the Pity, a clear
play on Ophtils' s title. This documentary bore the exact opposite message of
The Sorrow and the Pity, as it reconfirmed German culpability and Italian
benevolence by stressing that "Italians behaved better than everyone else in
Europe." 38
The single most famous and popular film about the Holocaust in Italy is
Roberto Benigni's 1997 film Life is Beautiful. The film's two-part plot begins
in 1939 with Guido Orefice, a funny and kind Jewish man in the sleepy town
of Arezzo, who gets work as a waiter in a hotel restaurant. While walking
through town, he meets Dora, a lovely Christian teacher, who falls in love
with him and breaks off her engagement to another man. The couple marry,
Guido opens the book store he's always wanted, and he and Dora have a son,
Giosue. Then tragedy strikes: Guido and Giosue get picked up and deported
to a concentration camp. Dora rushes to the station and demands to get on
the train with her husband and son. The second part of the film is set in the
camp, apparently Auschwitz. Dora is put in one section, while Guido and
Giosue are in an adjacent one. To spare his son from the horrors of the camp
and keep him safe, Guido pretends everything is a game-the barracks, the
forced labor, the hunger. He succeeds in protecting his son, but not himself;
at the end of the film, Dora and little Giosue reunite, while Guido is shot to
death by camp guards.
Public reception to the film was stupendous. It won the most prestigious
prizes possible in several countries-seven nominations and three awards
in the Oscars, three nominations and one win in the BAFfA Awards in
Britain, and nine David di Donatello Awards in Italy. It received the prestigious Grand Prix at the Cannes Film Festival, several Golden Globe awards,
as well as accolades in Germany, Spain, Poland, Czech Republic, Greece,
Norway, Australia, Japan, Russia, and Canada. 39 With a worldwide box office
revenue of $230 million, Life is Beautiful also set a record of more than 16
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million viewers when released on Italian television in October 2001. 40 Life
is Beautiful' s popularity quickly surpassed the Garden of the Finzi Continis
(1970), which is largely unknown to younger audiences today. In the months
and years that followed its appearance, it received positive reviews across
the world. In Italy, the newspaper giant La Repubblica called it a "story of
the tender, the sweet, the humane," marveling at its capability to move its
audiences. "There is love and memory, grace and tenderness, forgiveness
and recklessness, lost feelings that caress the heart," wrote the reviewer. 41
Israeli newspaper Globes agreed, praising the film for humanizing survivors:
"Life is Beautiful ... is a movie about people, humans, and not symbols, as
Holocaust victims are sometimes understood."42 Reviews in the Los Angeles
Times described the film as "a poignant drama" of "overarching sincerity,"
and called its director, Benigni, a "ray of light."43 One American reviewer
praised its "delicate balance between sweetness and sorrow," while another
appreciated that Benigni "took a great risk" and managed to "make moving
statements on the evils of dictatorships. "44
Judging by the metrics of the digital age, the public remains passionate
about the film. Life is Beautiful appears in every online list of "most popular
Holocaust films," and on IMDB it enjoys over half a million user ratings, an
extremely high number for a Holocaust movie, topped only by Schindler's
List and The Pianist. IMDB users have given it a high vote-8.6 out of 10
-and posted over a thousand reviews. One review, entitled "The Best Movie
I've Seen for a Long Time," declared, "it provided me with something that
everyone ... needs-hope." Another reviewer wrote, "No piece has ever
before combined laughter and tears of sadness in me before and that is the
miracle of the movie." According to a third, "Please see it for yourself. Have
a box of tissues handy. Best film ever seen!! !" 45
While popular audiences loved the film, most academics and professional
critics argued that it grossly misrepresented history, especially Nazi camps.
If the camp in the film is supposed to be the Auschwitz concentration camp
complex-the number tattoo on Guido's arm suggests as much, as Auschwitz
was the only camp to tattoo prisoners-then the mild conditions shown in the
film are disturbingly warped. In the fictional camp, wrote Ilona Klein, "no
one seems to be dying. No human waste is detected ... no filth is noticeable
... [and] there are no rotting corpses." The film's concentration camp, wrote
Kobi Niv, is "too nice, too amusing a place, too devoid of death." Instead of
seeing "the brutality, the starvation, the beatings, the humiliation, the endless
standing to attention day and night, or the daily executions," he states, "we
are actually shown a softened, sugar-coated, and outright false version of
the truth." 46 While children who survived actual concentration camps went
from healthy to emaciated in a matter of days, the hunger in Benigni' s film
is barely visible-young Giosue' s face stays nice and round until the very
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end. 47 David Denby condemned the film for claiming that love was enough to
save a Jewish child from the Nazis. "Is playing make-believe inside a death
camp possible? Does it make any sense, even as a fable? ... Surely [Benigni]
knows that a young child entering Auschwitz would be immediately put to
death, and that at every camp people were beaten and humiliated at random.
He shows us nothing like that." 48 In one scene in the film, Guido manages
to manipulate a guard to broadcast Offenbach into the camp's loudspeakers;
in another, he purposely mis-translates orders from German to Italian to a
barracks full of prisoners. In the real Auschwitz (indeed, in any other Nazi
concentration camp), such stark breaches of discipline would have resulted
in swift executions.
What critics rarely speak about, however, is the first part of the film, set in
the peninsula. Life is Beautiful portrays a distorted picture of Jewish life in
late 1930s Italy, thereby perpetuating the myth of the good Italian. Practically
every minute set in Italy downplays the brutality of Fascist anti-Jewish
policy and highlights, instead, the evil of Nazi Germany. Take the very first
scene, set in 1939. Two cheery friends, soon to be revealed as Jewish, whiz
down a beautiful countryside road to the sound of merry music, spouting
poetry. They haven't a care in the world. In reality, the year 1939 was anything but cheerful for Jews. The racial laws had been in place for months,
destroying the livelihoods of thousands and casting them out as social
pariahs.
When Italian anti-Semitism does make an appearance in the film, it is so
mild as to be laughable. The scene with the painted horse, set in 1939, ends
with Uncle Eliseo warning Guido, "They'll start with you too," as though
there are no anti-Jewish policies in place by then; they have yet to start. Until
that happens, graffiti on a horse appears to be the height of Italian brutality.
As Guido responds, laughingly, "What could possibly happen to me? The
worst they can do is undress me, paint me yellow, and write, ' ... Jewish
waiter."' It is true that Guido ends up being murdered by the Germans, and
it is indisputable that Italian Jews did indeed die mostly at the hands of the
Germans; but by inserting this dialogue, the film signals to viewers that
nothing very serious was happening to Jews in 1939 Italy, when in fact, the
racial laws had dealt a tremendous blow to Italian Jews, robbing them of both
income and dignity. Similar attempts to minimize Italy's race measures recur
in other scenes. Guido arrives at the school where Dora works, posing as a
government official, and discovers he is expected to speak about race. This
episode barely acknowledges anti-Semitism-one of the characters mentions
a "race manifesto" but viewers have no idea what that means-and certainly
gives no inkling of the race laws' monumental effect on Italian schools.
Audiences have no idea that at the time the scene is set, not a single Jewish
student was allowed in school.
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The film places Jews in historically impossible situations. It shows Guido
and Dora as a married couple in 1943, so that the wedding must have taken
place sometime between their meeting in 1939 and their deportation in 1943.
Yet this could not have happened, because a law from November 1938
expressly forbade the marriage of a Jew to a non-Jew. "The marriage of an
Italian citizen of the Aryan race with a person belonging to another race is
prohibited," said one clause, while another threatened a fine of up to 5,000
lire to anyone officiating at such a marriage. 49 Another unlikelihood is Dora
and Guido's evident wealth in 1943, when in fact the racial laws had by then
pauperized Jews. Dora, though apparently disowned by her affluent mother,
still wears beautiful suits, the family lives in an elegant apartment, and on
Giosue's birthday, they prepare a lavish feast. Compare this to the birthday
of a real Jewish boy, Nedo Piano, living through that time. Nedo grew up in
Florence, an hour's drive from the fictional Giosue, and he too celebrated his
birthday after the passage of the racial laws. Since his father was fired from
the post office where he had worked for twenty years, and his mother lost the
license to her boarding home, the family plunged into poverty. Unlike Giosue,
Nedo' s birthday celebration consisted of a plate with two small pastries and a
note: "This year I can't give more than this. Happy birthday, Papa."50
Multiple times throughout the film, the director finds ways to compare
Fascist and Nazi anti-Semitism, always showing that Italian anti-Semitism
both stemmed from German racism-and paled in comparison to it. Even
if anti-Jewish sentiment existed in Italy, suggests the film, it came from
Germany. In the horse scene, the warning "DANGER," appears in German,
"ACHTUNG." In reality, anti-Jewish slurs were unlikely to have been in
German in 1939. After all, there were no German troops there yet; Italian
anti-Semitism evolved independently until September 1943. Yet viewers get
the message that the Italian language simply lacked the vocabulary needed for
anti-Jewish language, and therefore had to borrow from its evil counterpart,
Germany.
In another scene comparing diabolical Germany to benign Italy, the headmistress at Dora's school wishes that Italian children were as good at math
as their German counterparts. By giving an example of a German mathematical problem, she reveals the Nazis' gruesome approach to the mentally and
physically challenged. "A lunatic costs the state four marks a day," says the
headmistress, evidently quoting a German textbook. "A cripple, four and a
half marks. An epileptic, three and a half marks ... how much would the
state save if these individuals were eliminated?" While the script portrays
the Italian headmistress in an unflattering light-she marvels at German
children's capacity to do the math, not bothered in the slightest about the
prospect of eliminating humans-Germany is the real culprit. The Nazis are
smarter than Italians could hope to be, and more importantly, they are more
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evil than Italians-German children can calculate human death in a heartbeat,
while Italian children stumble and fail. In the final scene that occurs in Italy,
the officials rounding up the Jews are German soldiers (identifiable by their
helmets), not Italian policemen, though we know that they participated in
the manhunt. There is not a single hint in the film of Police Order Number
5; viewers have no inkling that Italian policemen played as central a role as
Germans in the hunt for Jews.
Another recent film preserving the myth of the good Italian is Unfair
Competition (Concorrenza Sleale, 2001). 51 Although less well-known and
successful than Life is Beautiful, it too won a David Di Donatello award as
well as several other prizes, and it boasted a superstar set, with director Ettore
Scola and actor Gerard Depardieu. Unfair Competition acknowledges the
racial laws to a far greater extent than Benigni' s film does-the entire film is
set in 1938, long before the Germans arrived-but it also tells an unlikely tale
that casts non-Jewish Italians in a positive light. A Christian tailor, Umberto
Melchiori, and a Jewish haberdasher, Leone DellaRocca, are vicious competitors, until the racial laws so disgust Umberto that he befriends Leone. In
reality, non-Jewish business competitors welcomed the racial laws more than
anyone else. Attorneys betrayed attorneys, doctors betrayed doctors, and so
on. 52 Yet in Unfair Competition, the racial laws trigger compassion among
bitter competitors.
The film portrays Fascist anti-Semitism as meek and incompetent. The
police inspector that confiscates Jewish property shows reluctance, pleading,
"I didn't make these laws ... we're just pawns who need to follow orders."
When the inspector sees how upset Leone's father is at having to surrender
his radio, he is even willing to bend the law for him, offering, "Come listen
to the radio here, the custodian will keep it [for you]." Another officer, a
blundering idiot with a tear in his pants, can't clean his own gun without accidentally shooting himself in the leg. In reality, Fascist officials implemented
the racial laws with unsparing efficiency, but according to the film, there were
no competent anti-Semites in Italy.
As in Life is Beautiful, hints abound in Unfair Competition that Germany
is the cause of Italy's racist tum. Just before the laws begin to make Jewish
life miserable, the camera shows a Swastika hanging nearby a picture of
the Duce, as though to suggest that the Nazis caused the impending ugliness. In another scene, one of the Jewish characters declares about the racial
laws, "It was obvious that this is how Hitler's visit in April [1938] would
end." Similarly, Umberto's anti-Fascist brother remarks disgustedly, "We're
pandering to the Germans!" In reality, Germany far from forced Italy into
passing its race laws; Italians concocted the racial campaign entirely on
their own, echoing policies they had implemented against blacks in East
Africa.
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In Unfair Competition, as in Life is Beautiful, Italian anti-Semitism features as a pale imitation of German racism, with Italians portrayed as too
kind, but also too lazy, to do anything truly brutal-"the contrast between the
evil German and the good ltalian." 53 The comparison between the two countries is voiced by a German Jewish refugee who has opened a watch shop in
Italy. "How fortunate you are to be Romans. If your sun were to shine in our
countries, perhaps there wouldn't be such brutality." "Italians don't respect
any law," he continues, voicing an oft-repeated stereotype of "the backward
Italian" riddled with inefficiency and incompetence. 54 It goes to follow that
they wouldn't respect the racial laws, leading the refugee to declare, "I'm
happy to live here in Italy." The refugee reiterates this claim later in the
movie: "Everyone knows that in Italy they make laws, but nobody respects
them." While he does not fare well-we later learn he has been sent to an
Italian concentration camp, as indeed most foreign Jews in Italy were-his
favorable opinion of Italy never wanes.
The viewer and critic are now left to ponder: are movies like Life is
Beautiful and Unfair Competition, which depict misleading versions of the
past, unworthy of screening? Film critic David Denby certainly suggested
as much when he wrote that Life is Beautiful' s false portrayal of the camps
made it "a benign form of Holocaust denial." 55 Yet as Hilene Flanzbaum has
pointed out, the demand for realism may be an unfair one to begin with. 56 Life
is Beautiful' s rave reviews stem precisely from its creative license, from its
ability to pluck at our heartstrings, from the fact that it is not a documentary
blow-by-blow account of everything that happened to Italian Jews from 1939
to 1943.57
Still, films like Life is Beautiful do preserve some persistent untruths. In
the context of Italy, the problem lies in how widespread these manipulations
of the past have become, not just in Italy but abroad too. Consider the titles
of these recent books and films, revealing just how popular the myth of the
good Italian still is among non-scholarly audiences: The Righteous Enemy
[referring to Italians in World War II] (1994); Bad Times, Good People
[again, referring to Italians] (1999); It Happened in Italy: How the People
of Italy Defied the Horrors of the Holocaust (2009); Road to Valor: A True
Story of WWII Italy (2012); and My Italian Secret: The Forgotten Heroes
(2014). 58 All of these continue to highlight the heroism of Italians when it
came to Jews and minimize the uglier facts, such as the common phenomenon of Italians informing on their Jewish neighbors and acquaintances.
Even an institution as reputable as the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum echoes the oft-repeated claims about Italy's innocence. Its online
encyclopedia essay on Italy, the first hit on a Google search of the words
''Italy" and "Holocaust," informs readers (as of the time of my writing
this in 2020) that the 1938 racial laws resulted from "pressure from Nazi
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Germany" and that Italian authorities "did not always aggressively enforce
the legislation," when in fact scholars have proven otherwise. The ·article
correctly remarks on the "unwillingness of many non-Jewish Italians ... to
participate in or facilitate the roundups" but fails to mention the other side
of the coin, such as the fact that Italian authorities participated in half of all
the roundups. 59
The selective memory of what Italians did to Jews is part of a larger amnesia about Italy's role in the war. Italians have promoted the myth of the good
Italian in other ways as well. Most Italians, goes the claim, abhorred Fascism,
backed the Resistance, and worked to topple Mussolini. In fact, historians
have shown that from 1943 to 1945, of a population of roughly 20,000,000
under joint Nazi-Fascist control, at most 250,000 (1.25 percent) joined the
Resistance, and even that was only toward the end of the war, when it was
clear the Allies were winning. For most of the occupation, the Resistance
numbered about 100,000. A similar number, 100,000-200,000, fought for on
the side of the Fascists and Nazis against the Resistance, in what amounted to
a bloody civil war. The overwhelming majority of Italians in the north took
no organized action whatsoever. 60 Similarly, there is a widespread assumption that Italians led a benign colonization of Africa from the 191 Os to the
1940s.61 That, too, strays far from the truth; research has revealed that Italian
rule in the colonies claimed tens of thousands of lives. Italy used poison gas
on Africans, even though it was banned by the international community, and
subjected Africans to mass population transfers, forced marches, detention in
concentration camps, as well as rape. 62
In the same vein, many think that Italians were gentle occupiers of the
Balkans between 1940 and 1943. The Hollywood movie Captain Corel/i's
Mandolin (2001) is a prime example, contrasting peaceful Italians with
demonic Germans on the occupied Greek island of Cefalonia. The Italian
officer, played by the dashing Nicholas Cage, is more interested in courting a local beauty (Penelope Cruz) than in waging war, while the bloodthirsty Germans commit endless atrocities. The film is not wrong, per se; the
Germans in Cefalonia did indeed massacre thousands in September 1943.63
But Italians in Greece and the Balkans also committed atrocities. Historians
have shown that they carried out massacres, raped women, shot hostages
and partisans who had surrendered, and burned down villages. Italian troops
deported 110,000 men, women, and children from Croatia, Slovenia, and
Montenegro, to concentration camps, some of which were in such dire condition that prisoners died within weeks of arrival. 64 No Hollywood film shows
this side of Italian history.
Whether we like it or not, films play a monumental role in shaping what
people know-or think they know-about history. What Italians know of
their past is crucial, particularly with tens of thousands of refugees arriving
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to the peninsula every year and triggering debates about the limits of Italian
tolerance. Watching a film like Life is Beautiful will make Italians feel good
about their country, even as that same country turns ever more intolerant
toward present-day refugees. In reality, there isn't much to feel good about;
films like Life is Beautiful repeat the entrenched, false narrative that Italian
persecution of Jews was mild, existed only because of Germany, and involved
none of the rank and file of Italians. Perhaps one day, viewers watching Life
is Beautiful will have access to a tool like Amazon's X-Ray feature, enabling
them to see (in real time) what is wrong in the film. In truth, Italy persecuted
its Jews independently and ruthlessly for five long years, between 1938 and
1943. It had its own racial laws, its own racial propaganda, and its own government mechanisms to exclude the Jews from Italian society. Life in Italy,
for Jews, was far from beautiful.
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